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A YouTube audience is like a garden. It
starts small, requires frequent attention, and if properly nurtured, eventually gives back. Like a garden, a YouTube audience is captive; it can easily
be poisoned, neglected and killed.
But while you might have an ethical
obligation to water your garden, since
not doing so results in the end of life,
the destruction of an audience has no
such ethical implications.
YouTube audiences almost exclusively consume content for free.
Since there’s typically no financial
reciprocation or legal consequences
of not delivering content, it’s safe to
say that as a YouTuber, you don’t owe
your audience a thing.
As viewers ourselves, it’s easy to
understand the viewer’s perspective.
We never feel obligated to watch a
video, even if its our favorite YouTuber who posts it. If we want to watch,
we watch. If we don’t want to watch,
we don’t.
So if viewers aren’t expected to
uphold their end of the YouTuberViewer relationship, why do we, as
YouTube creators, feel obligated to
uphold ours?
Whether or not you realize it, as
a YouTuber, your obligations aren’t
with you audience. They’re with
yourself, your family or in some cases
your employees. Maybe you want to
be self-employed, or you enjoy atten-

tion. Or maybe you want to spread
your ideas or inform the public about
a product.
You might say you rely on your
audience to achieve those goals, and
that’s true, but your obligations still
aren’t to them.
If your YouTube channel is your
primary source of income, you may
be obligated to keep posting videos
in order to feed your family. In this
case, again, the obligation is not to
your audience; it’s to your family. If a
brand pays you to create a sponsored
video, you’re obligated to post it, but
again, the obligation is not to your
audience; it’s to your sponsor.
If you neglect your audience, they
may neglect you, which in turn makes
it difficult to fulfill your other obligations. But instead of stressing about
how you may or may not be fulfilling
your end of a nonexistent agreement
with viewers, consider who you really
work for.
Mike Wilhelm - Editor in Chief
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I AM THE NEW FULL-FRAME D850. When self-taught builder, metalworker, and
“maker-of-everything” April Wilkerson needed to take her how-to videos to the next level,
she turned to the Nikon D850. With 4K UHD video and amazing low-light shooting, the
D850 shows her work like never before. Focus peaking, 4K/8K time-lapse and 120 fps
slow-motion add to the list of the D850’s cutting-edge video features. Even more, the D850’s
unmatched combination of resolution and speed ensure that April’s still shots are just as
exceptional. Showcase your passion in the way it deserves with Nikon’s most versatile camera ever.
See how the D850 has what it takes at nikonusa.com/d850.
Nikon is a registered trademark of Nikon Corporation. ©2018 Nikon Inc.
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HELO: Stream, Record and Deliver
Open Up a New World of H.264 Streaming Workflows
HELO is AJA’s new H.264 streaming and recording stand-alone appliance bringing both SDI and HDMI I/O into
a single device. Simultaneously stream out to a content delivery network (CDN) as well as encode and record
high quality H.264 files to SD cards, USB drives or network based storage.
HELO offers a range of professional workflow options with both 3G-SDI and HDMI inputs and outputs,
and the power to handle up to 1080p 60 recording formats. Small and portable, HELO offers dedicated record
and stream buttons, and a web-based user interface for easy configuration.

Stream

Record

Encode

Streaming made simple.

Live means now. Live means pressure.

Top performance. Top results.

A USB connection and robust web
browser based UI allows easy,
advance setup of a CDN connection.

HELO offers a dedicated record button
right on the front of the device for
immediate recording.

HELO encodes to H.264/MPEG-4
ensuring bandwidth efficiencies with
support for a wide range of file types.

When you’re ready to stream,
press one button and deliver media
with flexible support options.

Plug in an NTFS 3.1 or FAT32 formatted
USB drive, SD card or connected network
storage, and you’re good to go.

Wide ranging compatibility:
from tablets to smartphones or
desktops, no translation necessary.

|

Find out more at www.aja.com

CONSPIRACY THEORY

The good news is that you could be the star of a huge new YouTube
channel. The bad news is that you might not want to be, and even worse,
you might not have much choice in the matter.

CONSPIRACY THEORY

BY ERIK FRITTS

BOTS + FACE-SWAPPING = A WHOLE NEW NIGHTMARE.

As online platforms become a
larger and larger part of our social
lives, they develop more influence
in the real world. One of the ways
people try to exploit the digital
world is through creating fake
online accounts known as ‘bots’.
Bots are being created with
identities stolen from social media.
Names, photos, even public details
are copied from real people and
used to open fake accounts that can
spread spam, be used to amplify

online posts and even spread political disinformation.
But now, bots have a new face — yours.
Digital face swapping technology is advancing
quickly, meaning the ability to cleanly replace faces
in video is growing. This tech caused a stir with “deep
fakes” in the porn industry and is now creating terrifying new possibilities for online bots. We have entered a
world in which your likeness could be stolen and used
to create a YouTube channel full of videos of you that
you want no part in.
Imagine this nightmarish scenario: You’re surfing
the web and you stumble onto a channel where YOU
have been used to replace Regina George in a faceYO UTUB E R
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Bots + Face-Swapping = A Whole New Nightmare.

swapped version of Mean Girls.
That’s right, without any warning
or consent, you could become the
meanest girl of all — and then
nobody would like you.
Or imagine you’re working on a
historical documentary project, and
as you look through old clips, you
find a video that shows that you
were part of the moon landing!
Anything is possible in this new
digital world. Bots could create
channels based on your real name

“

BUT NOW, BOTS
HAVE A NEW
FACE — YOURS.

and information, where you could be swapped into the
greatest movies of all time: You defeated “The Terminator.” You were king of the world on “The Titanic.” YOU
took down Voldemort!!
Maybe you’re thinking that being the greatest hero in
film history might be a good thing, that these bot-channels are doing you a favor. Guess again, friend. This is
a conniving, malicious attack, meant to undermine the
social fabric of our world and tear our lives apart.
Here’s why: You’re on your favorite dating app and
swipe right, matching with a total hottie. You make
plans, get all dressed up and meet at a fancy restaurant,
ready to get to know each other in person. When your
potential love interest shows up, the first thing they say
to you is, of course: “I saw your YouTube channel and
that clip where you defeated that Sharknado!” And just
like that, your dreams are crushed. There’s no recovery
once you admit the truth — that you don’t have what it
takes to defeat a Sharknado. The date is over.
Bots are a major problem for social media platforms,
and face-swapping tech is just adding to the problem.
There’s only one possible way to ensure your safety
against such cyber attacks: Study science, so when the
time comes, you really can defeat a Sharknado.
Erik is a writer, photographer and filmmaker from Sacramento,
California.
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NewTek TriCaster Mini

YouTube Personality Lon Seidman Gets Everything
He Needs from NewTek’s TriCaster Mini
YouTube creator Lon Seidman of LonTV operates as a one-man-band when he’s crafting his YouTube videos.
While he does practically everything himself — setup, recording, editing, the whole shabang — his videos can
still be compared head-to-head with news broadcasts created with larger crews and a bigger budget.

So what’s Seidman’s secret? Besides his clear dedication and skill, Seidman uses the TriCaster® Mini from
NewTek, along with the company’s Connect Spark
video converter and NDI® technology.

SPONSORED

What Prompted Seidman to start using realtime switchers?

Ten years ago, Seidman got into an Amazon-run program that matched brands to product reviewers. He began to do tons of video reviews and decided to upload
some of them to YouTube. Later, he saw that he was
starting to get some notable traffic from his reviews.
“Before I knew it I was getting a good amount of
traffic, subscribers were picking up and then I was doing it more often and I really needed to figure out a way
to get my workflow more efficient,” Seidman says. “I
decided to start doing real-time switching of the video
as I was recording it and that way when I was done, I
just kinda straighten the clips together and upload it.”
It was then that Seidmen did some tech shopping and,
through some trial and error, eventually ended up with
the TriCaster Mini — and now he couldn’t be happier.
“The volume of what I have been able to produce has
been increased exponentially because of it … I’m not
fighting with the equipment all the time … I’m doing
more detail in my reviews because it’s not hard to set all
the stuff up. I’m not constrained. My time constraints
are not what they were because I could have the Tricaster Mini do everything now,” Seidman gleefully says.
Seidman originally used a real-time switcher from
a different brand, but he wasn’t happy with it and upgraded to NewTek
“One of the things that the other switcher couldn’t
do was scaling and rotation,” Seidman admits. “That
prompted me to invest some of the earnings that I had
made on YouTube into getting the TriCaster, because it
was all about saving myself time.”
Seidman’s been using the TriCaster for about three years
now and he’s very satisfied with how it’s changed his
workflow. “It saved me a ton of time, because I don’t have
do any of the stuff in editing. I can set it all up while I’m
shooting it. I can have four or five different things on the
screen at once if I wanted to and it’s made life really easy
and really made my workflow more efficient,” he says.

YO U T U B E R

What does Seidman’s current setup look like?

Seidman does a weekly show where he expresses his
thoughts and opinions on things. With the TriCaster
Mini, he’s able to create a design and aesthetic that he
likes to humbly compare to John Oliver’s Last Week
Tonight. To make his John Oliver-esque YouTube
videos, he uses two cameras that he connects through
HDMI on the TriCaster Mini. He also uses a third camera that supports NDI, along with SDI and HDMI. And
he uses his laptop as an additional input.
Whenever Seidman has to cut to a camera he’s placed
outside of his basement studio, he likes to use the Connect Spark. “I’ve been using the Spark a lot because it
has tons of flexibility,” Seidman says. He likes that he
can simply grab the Spark, put an extra camera in the
room he wants to switch to and run NDI over Wi-Fi to
the TriCaster Mini like any other camera input, saving
him the money and hassle of running cables.
Seidman’s using the TriCaster Mini for more than he
originally thought he would
The main appeal of the NewTek TriCaster Mini for
Seidman was its scaling capabilities, but as he began to
use it, he realized that he could do a lot more with it. He
ended up trying out green screen for the first time ever
because he felt the TriCaster’s keying is very good.
And even after using it for about four years now, he
still wouldn’t think of switching to another switcher
any time soon. “It’s still perfectly relevant and capable,” Seidman says. “I’m not finding myself needing
anything else.”
To learn more about the TriCaster Mini and other
NewTek products, go to newtek.com
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TRENDS

Social media users today are often asked to pit privacy against entertainment.
With recent congressional hearings putting the practices of the highly popular platforms like Facebook, Twitter and Snapchat in question, people are feeling it’s time
to switch to a platform that caters to their privacy needs.

TRENDS

BY MARC JOHNSON

A QUICK LOOK AT SOCIAL MEDIA ALTERNATIVES

Though there is a variety of good reasons to avoid
investing in a new social network, there are also advantages to having a presence on multiple platforms,
depending on where your audience is most active. On
the other hand, there are also good reasons to embrace a new social platform. One of the most popular
is the desire to get away from the omnipresence of
Facebook, Instagram and the like — platforms that
seem to value your data more than your privacy. Fortunately, there is now a plethora of emerging alternative social media platforms that hold your privacy
above making a profit. Whichever camp you fall into,
it’s worth looking at some of the alternatives.
diaspora*, a non-profit decentralized social media
network based on free software, could be considered
a visually a sleek Facebook with many of the same features. You can create posts, share images and make
comments. Hashtags help organize posts for searching and browsing. Furthermore, diaspora* claims to
stay ad free and keep your personal info and what you
share private with a dispersed network of pods that
contrasts with larger platforms’ centralized servers.
EyeEm is geared mainly to professional artist and
photographers. It has an interface similar to Instagram
but is even more focused on the photos. Rather than a
pure social network, another interesting point about
EyeEm is that you can generate income via the app by
entering “missions” or photo contests that pay out to
the winners selected for each mission, and brands can
also look to EyeEm creators for their content needs.

Minds is an open source social
media network with encrypted
messaging and an emphasis on

YO UTUB E R
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A Quick Look at Social Media Alternatives
privacy and freedom of speech. At
its core, Minds resembles Facebook in its ability to share numerous forms of media to the public
or within your network. If you are
actively a part of this decentralized platform, you can generate
income via cryptocurrency. The
site still needs improvement with
a low figure of users, but the future seems bright.
Wakelet is a platform where you
can store all the interesting links
that you find in one place and easily share to any platform with one
click. You can even create themes
for your “wakes” so as people visit
your Wakelet profile page, they can
see the collections you have created
and select what they’d like to view.
It’s a more organized way to share
content you care about online.
Vero claims to provide a smarter way to share content and offers
more control over who can see
your posts. The platform is app
based and does not have a web
interface, but visually, it resembles
Facebook — without ads. Users
can post photos, videos, links and
current location, all appearing
in chronological order, and Vero
claims to keep user info safe. The
platform will soon require a subscription to use, raising questions
about when this subscription will
take effect as well as skepticism
of its founder. As such, Vero has
made potential users cautious.
WORTH EXPLORING
No matter what your reasoning in
looking for an alternative, there
are apps and platforms out there
where the experience may be

familiar yet privacy concerns are addressed. These
platform all seek to make social media a safer and
more rewarding experience.
Marc Johnson is a University of Chico graduate, a lover of the creative arts and avid photographer with an undying entrepreneurial
spirit.
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OPINION
The Problem of Authenticity
for the YouTube Creator
“Be yourself” has become the mantra of YouTube creators
everywhere — but what does that actually mean?

In 2017, Savannah Brown’s channel went dark. This young adult
had been on YouTube since the age
of 13, but after spending a third of
her life on the platform, Savannah
stopped uploading videos.
Six months passed, and then
the channel was resurrected with
an upload titled “i broke up with

BY NICOLE LAJEUNESSE

youtube but he won’t stop calling me.” In this low-res
webcam vlog, Savannah explains the numerous reasons for her hiatus, but the one that stands out most
to me is the desire for her person-hood to exist as “its
own thing” and not “a consumable thing.”
WHAT ARE YOU SELLING?
When you put yourself on YouTube, or any social
platform, you become something that platform can

SAVANNAH BROWN

YO UTUB E R
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The Problem of Authenticity for the YouTube Creator

sell. Deeper than that however,
you’re also invited to sell yourself — your brand, some would
say — to sponsors as well as
subscribers. It’s a blurry line for
many vloggers, who often have
a hard time keeping their public
YouTube life separate from their
private life.
At one point Savannah says of
her previous videos, “I am existing
for other people to perceive me
as something,” a notion that she
understandably finds exhausting.
She’s not demonizing her fans
here; she’s acknowledging the toll
it takes on a person to put yourself
out there, over and over again,
during what are often called the
formative years of your life — that
transition from teen to adult. Add
to that the potential to turn your
personhood into a paycheck, and
things get even messier.
This conflation of brand and
identity is perhaps the reason “be
yourself” has become such popular
advice for new YouTubers. Authenticity is the ultimate goal for many
vloggers, though what that actually
means isn’t always clear. Marketers and viewers alike place value
on authenticity, but is authenticity
something you can buy and sell?
How do you balance privacy with
authenticity? Does holding parts
of your life back make your channel less authentic? What happens
to your personhood when you
become the product?
These are tough questions, but
every serious creator will have to

answer them at some point. Whether you’re collecting revenue on your videos or not, success on
YouTube often requires the presentation of a crafted
persona that suits the expectations of your audience,
your advertisers and your own self-image. How do
you balance these sometimes opposing forces to create a video that’s truly authentic?
ALWAYS ON
Authenticity and performance are seeming opposites, but they’re not mutually exclusive. Anytime
you step in front of a camera, or out of your house
for that matter, you’re giving a performance. You’re
presenting yourself to be perceived by others, and
that can be exhausting and scary and just plain
weird at times.
But if appearing on camera is always a performance, what does it mean to be yourself on YouTube?
To answer this questions, we must remember that we
are the only ones who can define our values and identity. To be yourself is not to reveal everything, to give
up your privacy or to present a consistent perspective
video after video. To be yourself is to uphold your
values and allow for change. Identity is a process, not
a destination.
DEFINING YOURSELF
When Savannah realized she didn’t like making
videos as much as writing, she took time to work
on her novel. Now that she’s back to uploading,
her posting schedule is sparse and irregular, but
the videos she does post take a more casual tone.
The choice to shoot with a webcam emphasizes the
shift. She’s still performing, but now it’s a more
authentic performance aligned with her own values
and sense of self — not the static self that was projected onto her and that she had internalized but
the still-evolving self that she continues to shape
through experimentation and introspection — the
authentic self.
Nicole LaJeunesse is Managing Editor at Videomaker Magazine
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Canon EOS 6D Mark II

Canon - 5 Steps to Upping your Travel Vlog Game
Being a travel vlogger lets you experience and share cultures from all around the world. As you
create your travel vlog, there are best practices that will help you on your way. With these five
simple steps, you’ll be able to take your vlog from good to awesome!

Step 1: Narrate the story.

At the core of a vlog is you, the vlogger. You will be
the vehicle for your story, getting it from the beginning to the end. This means you’ll need to shoot
yourself, selfie style, for narration of the story. For the
best angle, you’ll need a small tripod and a camera
with a flip-out, articulating monitor that allows you
to see yourself while you shoot. The Canon EOS 6D
Mark II’s fully articulating screen is designed to make
this easy. And because its touch screen, you don’t need
to access the back of the camera to change settings.
Plus, the EOS 6D Mark II has dual pixel autofocus, so
you’ll easily keep the focus on you.

Step 2: Set up the location.

SPONSORED

Give some context to the location you’re vlogging
about with an establishing shot. Timelapse is a great
way to show off the feel of a location while also
capturing what it looks like. More than just a moving
image, timelapse can create dramatic time compression effects, but the technique often require special
equipment like an intervalometer. Conveniently, the
EOS 6D Mark II has an intervalometer built in. Not
only can you do timelapse in-camera without the need
of an intervalometer, the EOS 6D Mark II will also
combine your time lapse images into a video for you,
ready to be placed on the editing timeline.

Step 3: Show multiple perspectives.

With the change of a lens, you get a wider field of view.
This changes what the viewer sees and what they see of
the environment around you. For example, if you were
shooting at 24mm on a Canon EF 24-105mm f/4L IS
USM lens, you’ll have a pretty wide shot, but it’s likely
you will only be able to see your face and a bit around
you when shooting selfie-style. But if you change to
an even wider field of view, say 16mm on the EF 1635mm f/2.8L III USM lens, the viewer will see you and
your environment at the same time. That wide field of
view in combination with the full frame sensor of the
EOS 6D Mark II, you’ll have much more in frame.

YO U T U B E R

Step 4: Keep the visuals interesting.

Some subject matter will benefit from being slowed
down. To achieve 2.5 times slow-mo, shoot at 60
frames per second and slow it down to 24 frames per
second. The EOS 6D Mark II shoots up to 60 frames
per second in full HD, giving you 2.5 times slow-mo
that will will enrich your story and add drama to just
about any shot.

Step 5: Stay in contact with your audience.

This can be done as you go. Connect with your audience as you work. This will familiarize them with your
upcoming work, and give them a behind the scenes
look at the world of a travel vlogger! With built in WiFi, the Canon EOS 6D Mark II can send your pictures
directly to your phone to share to the social media
channel of your choice.
With these five simple steps, you will be able to tell
a better story and take your travel vlog from good to
awesome. Your story needs a storyteller, and as a travel
vlogger you will need to shoot yourself to tell that story.
An establishing shot helps the viewer understand the
surroundings of the vlog and when you change up your
field of view, the audience will get even more context
to the location. Use slow motion to give more drama to
your story and lastly, stay connected with your audience
as you create your story. These five steps will ensure your
travel vlog is as good as it can be.
To learn more about the Canon EOS 6D Mark II
and all the features that allow for awsome travel vlogs,
visit shop.usa.canon.com
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SMOSH GAMES
SUBSCRIBERS: 7,243,425
UPLOADS: 2,432
VIDEO VIEWS: 2,724,867,076
CHANNEL TYPE: GAMES
USER CREATED: JUL 7TH, 2011

YouTube has long been a haven for gamers and their videos, and the number
of video game related channels is staggering. Regardless, Smosh Games has
managed to carve out a sizable niche within the community.

MORE THAN AVERAGE GAMING

A TALK WITH MARI TAKAHASHI OF
SMOSH GAMES
BY JORDAN MAISON

We had the chance to chat with
one of the prominent driving forces on the channel, Mari
(pronounced like CalaMARI, as
she helpfully pointed out) about
her circuitous route to being a
prominent gaming YouTuber, her
approach to video creation and the
behind the scenes processes of a
larger channel.
If you’ve watched any of Mari’s
videos, her perpetually perky and
optimistic personality may seem
like nothing more than persona
for the channel. After a long talk
with the host, we’re happy to
say Mari’s attitude remains the
same both on and off-screen. It’s
a characteristic that’s served her
well, from the start of her journey
to becoming a gaming YouTuber
through to today as she continues
pushing forward in her career.
Unusual Beginnings
Like many YouTube gamers,
Mari’s geek origins harken back to
her childhood. Thanks to an older
YO UTUB E R
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A TALK WITH MARI TAKAHASHI OF SMOSH GAMES

brother, there was never a time
when Mari wasn’t around video
games; she grew up with a console
in the house at all times. There’s
one specific game, however, that
sparked her gaming habit:
“I knew it was ‘my thing’ when
Mortal Kombat came out; specifically on the Genesis. My neighbor,
Nick, and I always had a feud of
Nintendo versus Sega. He chose
the Nintendo and I chose the
Sega; so he would come over and
play Mortal Kombat at my place.
“I just fell in love with the game. I
remember in the third grade I won
a championship at the local Blockbuster! It was one of those times
where I played it not because it was
cool or because it was immensely
popular for my age range, but was
just the thing to do after school and
I absolutely loved it.”
As she grew, her tastes in games
changed from the pick up and play
carnage of Mortal Kombat to something deeper, “I really loved the
Portal series, Assassin’s Creed has
always been a franchise I’ve loved,
[and] the Tomb Raider series…All
those [games] that are kind of an
expansive adventure world where I
get to spend hours being a character and exploring different areas;
places I haven’t yet had the time or
the pleasure to go and explore.”
Despite growing up around
video games, Mari never expected
to turn her favorite pastime into
a career. In fact, her previous job
experience might be as far away
from games as you could get: “Before my time with Smosh Games,
I was a professional ballerina. I

have been dancing since the age of two; my mother is
also a ballerina and she has coached me my whole life.
I really went hard with the ballet and had an expansive career…I thought I would just dance until my
hips broke and then teach until I died!
“I think that was my life plan and the only thing I
really had setup as a goal in my life. Ballet completely
encompassed everything that I did; but being a starving artist in San Francisco, you take as many odd jobs
as possible. That means anything from dressing in a
tutu at a birthday party, being a magician’s assistant,
or even showing up on set for a SMOSH YouTube
sketch in Sacramento.”
Answering that casting call is exactly how Mari came
to be a part of the Smosh family and one of their most
integral hosts: “The casting call called for somebody who
speaks Japanese for a Pokemon sketch video…That’s
how all of this came to be; it was a gig that I took because I need to pay my rent and all that stuff. One thing
led to another and we all got along on set. They said,
‘Hey, how about you come on board for another video.’
Then that turned into ‘How about you produce a show
for us…’ And yeah, here I am now, eight years later.”
YO UTUB E R
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Growth and Trolls
Even after getting started with Smosh, it was a few
years before she helped bring their gaming channel to
life. While Smosh was certainly known for all things
related to geek culture, the idea of the gaming channel came about separately, “It was kind of pooling
together and kind of creatively thinking about what
are the things we already do together in our personal
time? What are the things we enjoy doing anyway?
Gaming is something that we all enjoy doing.
“It was never a career path for any of us; at least
the three of us who started on the Smosh side: me,
Anthony, and Ian. For the other three who came on
board with us, that had been their path. They were
avid gamers and they really stepped into the realm.
The three of us on the Smosh side, it was a pastime
for us; your “average” gamers.”
Mari and the team knew they had to do something
different to make Smosh Games unique and do its own
thing to appeal to audiences. She delved into their initial approach to the channel, which continues to drive

their content, “Instead of making
ourselves complete ‘experts’ at this,
how about we take it and play the
way that the average Joe plays. The
average Joe plays with his or her
sibling, or neighbor, or group of
friends. The concept was let’s take
this as serious as a group of friends
would take gaming … and that’s
how it happened.”
Being a public gamer who happens to be a woman entails a lot
of (utterly ridiculous) stereotypes.
We asked Mari about her experiences with the darker side of fandom, “I actually encountered that
before I was [on Smosh Games].
For the first couple of years I was
involved with Smosh and I had my
show, Smosh Pit Weekly, that’s
where I first encountered it.”
“From an audience perspective,
it had always been Ian and Anthony for five years. All of a sudden
their third member on Smosh is a
girl. The first inclination goes to,
‘Who is she dating, Ian or Anthony?’ We were all in our separate,
healthy, relationships so that was
interesting to encounter. I think
I took a lot of it in to understand
mob mentality, and just where
people go to psychologically when
they feel threatened in a fandom.”
“[It] was a lot less, though, when
it pivoted to gaming. Having
produced, written, edited, and
hosted my own show prior to it,
I’d established myself the type of
person who was interested in a
lot of things that are considered
geek culture. So I had earned those
stripes by the time we launched
the gaming channel.”
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Dealing with negative trolls
wasn’t easy, but Mari remained
undeterred, “I think that’s where
surrounding yourself with supportive, strong-willed people with
backbone is really important. As
much as my videos would have
these [offensive] comments, Ian
and Anthony would always have
my back and they were like, ‘Just
keeping making the videos. The
comments will go away.’”
“Of course it was a matter of
funneling through comments and
taking everything with a grain of
salt, but it was a really good reminder that it’s important to let go
of poisonous comments, but also
to let in the comments that are A)
positive and B) helpful.
Aside from that, Mari offers some
poignant advice to other female
gamers and YouTubers out there,
“Don’t feed the trolls. As simple
as it sounds, when your emotions
are heightened, it’s those times
where you have to step away and let
people say what they’re gonna say.
Come back with a level head.”

For Mari, and the rest of the Smosh Games team,
having a good time and showcasing that for audiences is the key to their success. This team dynamic is
something she emphasized in our conversation, “At
the ground level, it’s about staying passionate. Our
team, and those of us who are in front of the camera,
we’re constantly turning out ideas; really bad ones
[laughs]. Sometimes the ones that are good enough to
stick … become a show.
“We have regular creator and writer meetings to
spitball ideas. Some of these ideas can be as small as
years ago me wanting to start a Minecraft show, or
big picture ideas of let’s try to work with a brand and
go to Egypt.
“They’re anything and everything, but it starts at
that ground level of staying passionate in what we’re
doing; creating content that we love, and creating
avenues for us to live our dreams. That is the way that
we stay passionate. We get to conceptualize and then
execute on the biggest ideas we can come up with as
gamers, as avid fans of video content.”
Making it Happen
Despite this more grounded approach, there’s still
a fairly large team (approximately 20–25 just on the

The Idea Machine
Smosh Games started with the
idea of showcasing “average” gamers playing around and that mindset translates over into how they
choose the types of games they
play for viewers, “We’re constantly
on STEAM and looking up new
games that are coming out…Really
it’s just being in a room with your
friends all day and saying ‘Hey,
I got this new game, you wanna
play? Okay, hop on.’ And if we have
a great time, that’s the video.”
YOUTUB E R
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video side) involved in creating
content for the channel, but it
didn’t start out that way. Initially
Mari and the gang would handle
all aspects of the production, from
lighting to camera work to audio.
As she jokes, “that’s why we had a
lot of mistakes and lost footage!”
Despite the early hiccups,
however, it was a learning experience, “I truly believe it’s something
that every content creator has
to go through in order to ‘earn
your stripes’ and understand just
how grateful we all need to be for
[what] we get to do. Nowadays
we run our production as close
to a professional set as possible.
We have sound equipment and
lighting, we have proper tech, we
have … basically everything other
than people to make us look pretty!
That’s the last thing we need on
the gaming channel [laughs].”
Obviously not everyone making YouTube videos are going to
have an experienced team readily
available. When asked about the
differences between working for a
larger channel like Smosh Games
versus creating as an individual,
Mari explained the changes aren’t

“

WE MIGHT
NOT BE
PHYSICALLY
PUTTING UP
THE LIGHTS,
BUT WE’RE
STILL GIVING
FEEDBACK.

Though her role has shifted since the early days of Smosh
Games, Mari keeps herself involved with the daily grind of
brainstorming ideas and producing videos.

drastic, “I mean the amount of energy, time and work
that goes into something is as much as you want to
give it. Of course when you’re working on it on your
own, you’re a one man team and most of us on the
channel have been there.”
“When you’re working with a larger team I think
that notion switches. Even though you’re not editing, you’re still giving notes. You’re still kind of in
the trenches. We might not be physically putting the
lights up, but we’re still giving feedback on how a particular thing should be lit — the mood of something.
We’re still in a director position, but I think it just
switches into how much of that mentality you WANT
to stay with it.”
“Some people will let everybody take the reigns and
just have production happen. Others will continue to
YO UTUB E R
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be involved and I think for most of
[the Smosh Games team], we enjoy
that grind. It’s something that drove
us in the beginning and it’s hard to
completely divide yourself out from
it. How good [a video] is will depend
on the energy you give it.”
Even with a larger team helping,
there’s plenty of work to be done,
and their shooting schedule can be
grueling and fast-paced. Depending on the type of content, everything from concept, to script, to
shooting and editing can be done
as quick as a single day!
“If there’s a really hot video game
we want to play, we’ll come in and
play immediately as quickly as we
can. In the morning [we’ll] set everything up and churn out a video

by the next morning.” On a bigger channel, however,
a single video isn’t enough to keep the wheels in
motion and Mari discussed their typical shooting
schedule, “For larger scale things, we might focus and
only do one video [a day]. For a series like MariCraft,
that’s been around for a few years now and we kind of
understand the drill, we do as many as six in a day…
But that’s quite grueling. I’d say, in general, anywhere
between one and five videos a day.
“But that’s not every day! There are certainly days
if we’re not filming or giving notes, we’re in creative
meetings or writer’s rooms. You know, staying busy,
trying to come up with the next big thing.”
At the end of the day, however, keeping the viewers
in mind and retaining a relaxed and positive atmosphere is what keeps the team going. It’s a lofty goal,
and Mari admits it’s one of the toughest aspects of
making content for Smosh Games, “At least for me…
It feels like I just stumbled into all this. It’s always a
question of how can I continue to be a positive impact

Mari and her Smosh Games co-hosts rely on a team of people to help them produce fun, engaging and high-quality videos. Having a production team behind you also helps keep up a consitent
upload schedule.
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on the audience. It’s something
that will drive me to always strive
to be better. With Smosh Games,
we get to put smiles on peoples
faces and remind them that camaraderie is important.”
Looking Ahead and Advice
This drive to create a positive
space for gamers keeps Smosh
Games moving forward. Repeatedly, Mari expressed her gratitude — with a bit of disbelief — at
the ability she has to play games
and work as a YouTube star, but
that doesn’t mean she’s stopped
doing the other things in her life
that matter, “I still dance when I
can. I still remain very active and
I’ve rounded out my dancing with
aerial silks and all these other
things. I keep myself moving. I
still teach ballet and choreography
for competitive dancers. Dancing
will, and has always impacted the
way I perform in front of an audience, or cameras.”
In fact, maintaining other
interests separate from gaming
and YouTube is something she

“

IT’S
IMPORTANT
TO LIVE YOUR
LIFE FIRST,
BEFORE
TRYING TO
BECOME A
FAMOUS
YOUTUBER.

encourages others to do as well if they want to succeed online, “I think that no matter where you are in
your career, or somebody who has aspirations to be
a YouTuber, it’s always important to keep hold of the
things that keep your feet on the ground. Teaching
and choreographing will always do that for me.”
“I think the main reason why I had any chance of
succeeding on YouTube was because I had a full and
diverse background. [I] didn’t put all my eggs in one
basket. I went to college, I had many careers … I’ve
made mistakes and failed hard, took time to learn
things. It’s important to live your life first, before trying to become a famous YouTuber.”
This easy going, optimistic attitude has served
Mari well at Smosh Games all these years and continues to endear fans and viewers. Throughout our
conversation, Mari’s upbeat outlook was downright infectious and despite the large following
she has online with gaming, she remains humble
and gracious. It’s a characteristic more YouTubers
would do well to remember as they dive into the
vast gaming landscape.
Jordan Maison is a video editor and VFX artist who’s been working in the industry for a number of years. He’s done web featurettes for Disney and edits/writes content for video game and
movie websites.
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Many content creators overlook the revenue potential of making and selling merchandise
based on their intellectual property. Early on, George Lucas built a substantial amount
of his empire with Star Wars merchandise, a business move that was rather savvy for his
time. Have you given much thought as to what merchandise can do for you?

Guides: Merchandise: The Path to Profitability
REASONS FOR
MAKING AND SELLING
MERCHANDISE
Merchandise is an amazing thing.
All at once it can be a source of
income, a push for word of mouth
advertising for your show and a
building block for your fan base. No
other investment into your video
project or channel can deliver like
this. And, it’s important to think
of merchandise as just that, an
investment. One that you pay for
with your time and effort — and
often even money! Like any investment, branching out into making
and selling merchandise for your
show needs to be properly planned.
You wouldn’t want to invest in a
NASDAQ listed stock based on
the letters your cat types out while
walking across keyboard; likewise,
when you create your merchandising plan, you should always keep in
mind your primary goal for making
and selling that merchandise.
MERCHANDISING AS A
REVENUE STREAM
The making-money-on-YouTube
myth has lured in many content
creators only to smash their
dreams of fame and fortune.
Perhaps some of you are cynics or
pragmatists and knew you’d never
be able to get rid of your day jobs;

www.store.smosh.com

BY W. H. BOURNE

however, many would be happy just to cover production costs of their shows. Some creators spend more
time begging for money for their next web series than
actually producing it. If this sounds like you, then
making and selling merchandise could possibly help,
if not solve, your production’s cash flow problem.
MERCHANDISING FOR ADVERTISING
I am always amazed at what people will buy with their
hard earned dollars. Consider apparel that advertises
a brand. I’m not talking about spending money on
the latest Game Of Thrones, Star Wars, or Avengers
t-shirts; these are guilty pleasures for any die hard
fan. What I’m actually referring to is the Coca-Cola
beach towels, Budweiser flip flops or that Red Bull
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hat. Wouldn’t you like people to
spend money on your merchandise and advertise your brand? Of
course, but you would need to have
something for them to buy!
MERCHANDISING TO BUILD
A FAN BASE
Most loyal fans are supportive of
the content they love. Creating
merchandise for your show allows
your fans to celebrate your work
and surround themselves with reminders of your content. Game of
Thrones is a great example. I have
the books, a hat, a stuffed dragon,
an action figure, two t-shirts and a
game. When my cell phone rings,
I always know it’s mine because
it plays the Games of Thrones
theme song. I am the epitome of
a dedicated (if not rabid) Game of
Thrones fan. One of my friends
insists that, “the biggest fan is
the one with the most stuff.” This
is definitely true when I think of
both myself and my friends who
love Game of Thrones.
IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS FOR YOUR
MERCHANDISING PLAN
There are two major complaints I
always hear from content creators
who have run Kickstarter campaigns. The first one was storage
issues for their incentives (t-shirts,
hats, etc.) To get the best price
breaks from traditional manufacturers, you often have to buy large
quantities of an item.
If you live in a small apartment,
merchandise can fill up your living
space rather quickly. By using ondemand services, you can pur-

Jenna Marbles fans can purchase plush dogs inspired by her real-life
dogs, Kermit and Marbles.
chase items as customer orders come in and/or buy
items in small quantities.
The second complaint from creators who use Kickstarter is the amount of time it takes to package and
ship each individual item. For most of you, being a
content creator will be more important than being a retailer. Fortunately, there are many one-stop on demand
services that cover every aspect of merchandising,
including order and credit card processing, manufacturing, shipping, returns and even customer service.
WHAT TO SELL
Hats and t-shirts are typically the first retail products
that come to mind, but these are just the tip of the
iceberg. You can only own so many Star Wars t-shirts,
but who wouldn’t want to add a Chewbacca hoodie
or pajamas to their collection? Creating merchandise
that reflects your content can be a key factor for sales.
If you browse manufacturing sites, you will get a good
idea of the vast amount of customizable products that
are readily available.
WHERE WILL YOU SELL?
Most YouTube creators sell their merchandise primarily online. In addition to a website, they often sell on
sites such as Etsy and Amazon. If you have your own
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online storefront, you’ll want to
look for an on demand company
that can seamlessly integrate with
your site.
Sometimes product “sales” might
really be incentives for donating to
your Patreon site or your Kickstarter campaign. Understanding the
dynamics of your incentive fulfillment is very important. Will you be
sending out one incentive every so
often when you get a Patreon donation or will all incentives be sent
out at the same time like when your
Kickstarter campaign ends? This
too can affect your manufacturing
decisions especially when working
with companies that offer steep
discounts on bulk sales.
HOW WILL YOU ADVERTISE?
Your advertising strategy will obviously affect your sales. Just because
you have a lot of fans following
your YouTube channel doesn’t
mean that they can read your mind,
know what you sell and know
where to purchase it. Use of advertising on YouTube makes the most
sense and should be your primary
push; pre and post ad rolls, graphics at the bottom of your frames,
stationery card graphics and use of
your description boxes are all options to consider when advertising
your products to your fan base.
In movies, you’ll often see product placement or brand integration in the story line. This can be a
visual depiction, narrative reference or even an auditory cue. The
use of Kentucky Fried Chicken in
the dining room scene in Taladega
Nights immediately comes to
mind. Using product placement

Miranda Sings sells her own line of merchandise on her personal website, allowing fans to support her directly.

Nestle Purina’s Friskies cat food hooked up with The Fine Bros. for an
April Fool’s feature called “Cats React to Viral Videos.”
and/or brand integration of your merchandise in
your videos can help drive demand for your products.
Your channel’s social media community can also be
a great platform for advertising your merchandise.
Use of giveaways, contests and other promotions can
help you break though all the online noise; you really
want your fans to be able to notice new products
when they release.
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ON DEMAND
MANUFACTURING
There are a lot of companies that
offer on demand manufacturing
services. It’s important to find the
company that meets your needs
since not all on demand companies
are created equal. In addition to
attributes already discussed, you’ll
want to consider high quality and
consistent printing, good profit
margins, exceptional customer
service, great customer reviews
and a quick payout to you. Many
companies offer a free sample; you
should always ask for this and take
advantage of the opportunity when
presented. You should also consider
buying one item from that manufacturer to see what their order processing time is really like. This can
also provide a great opportunity to
test out their customer service and
return policies. The biggest caveat
with any on demand manufacturer
involves your designs and your IP.
Make sure the company you use allows you to retain all rights to your
products and your designs.
Think about your customer demographics. What do your viewers
like, what do they do and where do
they shop? Does your manufacturer
offer a wide enough variety? If your
content appeals to a niche market,
research where other creators in
this genre sell their merch.
It is truly amazing the vast variety of on demand printed merchandise. You have so much more sales
potential when you can include
a wide range of products such as
hoodies, underwear, pajamas, bathrobes, socks, aprons, beach towels,
dresses, leggings, mini skirts, baby

Twitch and YouTube personality Dr. Disrespect sells branded merch via
the on-demand printing service Designed by Humans.
onesies, tote bags, patches, wall tapestries, pillows and
even your own fabric. You want your manufacturer
to offer a wide selection of printable items so your
customers will always have something new to buy. On
demand manufacturers you may want to consider (in
no particular order or preference) are Printful, Redbubble, DesignbyHumans (DBH) and teespring.
Some on demand companies use social media to
promote your products. Others provide a home page
and shopping cart system just for your products in
addition to them being available for sale on their
larger host site. Some companies are set up to seamlessly work with popular sales sites such as Etsy. Others ship to foreign countries or have offices in foreign
countries for easier international shipping.
FINAL THOUGHTS
With recent changes in monetization, it’s difficult
for many creators to see much income (if any) from
YouTube. This can be very frustrating when you’re
spending your time and money creating content
without financial return. Selling your own line of
merchandise may not make you rich, but it can cover
some of your production expenses. Besides, it’s such
a wonderful feeling when you see a fan repping your
channel with some of your merchandise.
W. H. Bourne is an award winning documentary filmmaker. She
freelances for Videomaker and other technology and entertainment outlets.
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One of the largest hurdles that new creators face is getting
more exposure for their channels.

Guides: How to Market Your YouTube Channel
without Spending Any Money
BY ANTONIO PAVLOV
Getting more people to view a
video or subscribe to a channel is
a demanding task, but there are
some proven methods to help you
along. Let’s look at a few of them.
SHARING IS CARING
A very common way for new creators to get their content noticed
is by having it mentioned by larger
social influencers. Asking a more

established YouTuber with similar content to mention your channel in one of their videos gives that
person’s entire audience a chance to check out a new
channel that they could potentially be interested in —
yours. For example, if you are starting a channel that
focuses on tech reviews, a good idea would be to get
in contact with a large tech promoter on one of the
platforms and ask them if they can mention your content and feature a link to it in some of their posts.
Instagram and Twitter are home to some of the
largest influencers around, so many new YouTube
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creators also ask influencers
from those platforms to promote
their content. These more direct
platforms can also be a more
effective way to reach out to
prominent creators compared to
reaching out through YouTube.
By convincing popular influencers to share and promote your
content, you will be exposing your
channel to many new potential
viewers and subscribers. When
reaching out to larger YouTubers,
make sure to focus on building
an authentic relationship based
around common interests and
goals. Influencers are more likely
to want to help out if you can get
them excited about the videos
you’re uploading. Another common practice among those who
seek promotion from others is to
offer promotion in return.

COLLABS EQUAL ADVERTISING
If we take these mentions to the next level, we get
the collaboration. This is when two creators will get
together to make content. They will either be creators
who make the same content and combine their styles
and methods into one video or creators who make
different types of content but try to find a way to
connect it all together. Usually when creators collaborate, they will make two different videos, one for
each channel, but sometimes the same video is posted
to both channels. Make sure to include links to both
channels in the description so it’s easy for viewers to
find either creator.
Just like when asking fellow creators for a mention,
make sure to get to know the creator you want to
work with a bit before coming up with collaboration
ideas. It’s easier to work with someone when there is
already the foundation of a relationship in place.
By collaborating with popular YouTubers, you increase the chances of gaining a larger following more
quickly. Appearing in the video of a popular creator
will expose you to their audience, and if they have a
strong following, those viewers will probably take a

Zoella and Miranda Sings came together for a video titled “7 Second Challenge With
Miranda Sings,” posted on Zoella’s channel with links to Miranda’s video and channel.
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look at your other content as well.
Collaborating with other creators
is a great way to get some recognition for your channel, and it’s a
relatively easy task once you start
building up relationships in the
creator community.
PUBLICATIONS BRING
PROMOTION
Many new creators looking to
advertise their channel seem to bypass one of the best ways of doing
so: getting featured on a publication or website. Most print as well
as online publications will be more
than happy to feature a link to a
YouTube channel in one of their
articles as long as it is relevant
to the theme of that publication.
For example, if you are starting
a channel about fashion reviews,
you can try to get yourself mentioned in publication that focuses
on fashion. They can feature a link
to your channel or make a side
note of the channel name at the
end of a piece, especially if you

“

LIKE
PUBLICATIONS,
INDEPENDENT
BLOGGERS
ARE ALWAYS
LOOKING FOR
CONTENT FOR
THEIR SITES.

have made videos covering topics similar to those
covered in a particular article.
Often a video creator can be mentioned by publication as an example of a particular style or genre. Look
for publications like this one, YouTuber Magazine,
that are dedicated to helping people learn the ins and
outs of video creation online as well as keep them up
to date with the latest developments in the YouTube
world. In many of our articles, we discuss particular
types of content or channels and will provide the
names or links to YouTube channels to illustrate a
point or simply to highlight interesting work being
done on the platform. We also feature interviews
with creators so that other readers can learn from
their experiences on the platform.
BLOGS CAN OFFER HELP
Like publications, independent bloggers are always
looking for content for their sites. Video content is
especially appealing since it helps keep their readers
interested and on the page, and it provides a visual
example of what is covered.
If your YouTube channel focuses on a particular
theme, it could become a resource for bloggers covering the same topics. If you manage to get featured by
a blog, you will not only stand a chance of getting new
followers, but everyone who shares the blog post will
also be sharing your channel, further boosting the
level of promotion for your content. The more popular the blog, the more people will see your video.
Reach out to blogs that you read or that overlap
with your channel in content and potential audience.
Make sure that they know that you exist and highlight
particular videos you think would support existing
posts. Even if they don’t share your videos right away,
they may become subscribers, and high-profile bloggers are some of the most valuable subscribers you
can get when it comes to spreading the word about
your channel.
PRODUCT REVIEWS LEAD TO EXPOSURE
One of the largest trends among YouTube creators is
product review videos, where the creator has access
to a popular or new product and will create a video
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Marques Brownlee is known for his honest tech reviews, which are often shared widely by
brands, publications and fans alike.
going over it in detail and concluding with their own opinion on that
product. The rise in popularity of
these videos among creators comes
from the high demand from audiences for reviews. Many people look
to YouTubers to show them which
product is best for their needs.
The advantage to making
videos like this is that most
brands will look forward to seeing
reviews of their products, and will
often share those videos in order
to promote their product, which
in turn will promote the YouTube
channel that made the video.
However, a lot of new creators
will be tempted to create review
videos that favor certain products
or brands in order to get those
brands to share the video. Although it can result in more promotion for your channel, forming

a bias in your videos removes the ethics from the
content you create. And if your audience starts to
sense that, they might stop viewing your videos.
One of the most popular tech review channels on
YouTube is Marques Brownlee, he has created a huge
following of almost 6 million subscribers and has
had his content shared by some of the biggest tech
brands out there, all while expressing his honest
opinion on every product he reviews.
FINAL THOUGHTS
Whether it’s through collaborating with another creator or trying to get a publication or brand to share
your content, there are many ways to promote your
YouTube channel without having to spend money on
promotional campaigns or ads. As long as you keep
your content original, creative and honest, you’ll
find other channels or brands that will want to collaborate with you and share your channel. So get out
there and get creating!
Growing up in London, Antonio is used to a fast and busy lifestyle.
Now with a Bachelors of Arts degree (with honours) in Video and
Film Production, he has the skills to help him succeed in the film
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Learning a skill in today’s culture is as easy as staying inside and
going online. When creating tutorials for YouTube, check out these
five art channels that have struck a chord with their how-to videos.

SUPER-NICHE

BY ERIN VIERRA

What YouTube Creators Can Learn from Art
Tutorials (and 5 of our Favorites)
Searching for how-to videos on
YouTube is like going down the
rabbit hole. There’s a never-ending
stream of videos that can teach
anyone to do anything. Everyone
has a desire to learn, and with
content easily accessible with one
click, there is no excuse for failing
to pursue your interests. YouTube
has lowered the barriers to learning a new skill.

The five channels featured here are just a few of the
many from which you can learn a thing or two. These
channels serve as examples of the different ways you
can teach basic artistic techniques. They stand out by
offering clear and easy to follow instruction to bring
out viewers’ creative side.
Circle Line Art School was created by Tom McPher-

son, an artist and freelance teacher. His channel is
one of the better tutorial channels for learning how to
draw. Some videos have him talking while teaching
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SUPER-NICHE

What YouTube Creators Can Learn from Art Tutorials (and 5 of our Favorites)

the basics as he draws, while others
simply show the process between
sketch and finished drawing, letting you learn by observation.
When first entering Tom’s
channel, it may feel overwhelming; there are so many videos.
He shows, in detail, how to draw
everything from faces, to animals,
to perspective drawing to famous
buildings. As you dive in, however, you’ll find that his videos are
well put together and well-organized, with links to related playlists in the descriptions of most
videos to make it easy to progress
through a concept.

EMMY KALIA

Emmy Kalia teaches subscribers how to draw with color pencils
and her videos may be the way to
go for those just beginning in the
medium. Her channel is especially
helpful because not only does she
give very detailed videos on how to
draw; Emmy also gives you materials lists for each of her videos with
Amazon affiliate links that make it
easy for you to find materials while
at the same time earning her some
extra revenue.
For those who are going down
this YouTube road and doing your
own art tutorial, having links to
materials is a nice touch, and with
affiliate links, they can also be a
good source of passive income for
your channel.

PAINTING
WITH JANE

Painting with Jane, as the name

suggests, is a tutorial video channel that aims to teach you how to
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paint. Watching Jane in her art
zone is enough to subscribe. She’s
fun, and her art is breathtaking.
Before every video, she tells you
what you need, which is helpful,
and every video has a list of materials and colors she uses along
with tons of information about
how to support the channel and
where to find her elsewhere on
the web. She leaves affiliate links
out of the video descriptions, but
you will find them on her website,
where she also sells channel swag
and original paintings.
Jane also seeks support from her
fans to keep her channel running.
In addition to support through
Patreon, Painting with Jane also
receives revenue from YouTube’s
new Sponsorship program, of
which Jane is a beta tester.
The Art Sherpa is a fun channel

for artists of all levels hosted by
Cinnamon Cooney. Whether you

“

THE ART SHERPA HAS MADE
IT EASY TO KEEP
UP WITH EACH
LESSON.

THE ART SHERPA

are a beginner or advanced in your artistic skills, this
channel is for you. Along with more than 600 acrylic
painting video tutorials organized into playlists by
theme or experience level, the Art Sherpa hosts live
streaming painting sessions, where you can dive
straight into learning alongside other new artists
around the world. She’s made it easy to keep up with
each lesson with detailed descriptions and affiliate
links to paints and other materials. Her website also
features neat extras like traceable drawing to help
jump-start your painting projects. This channel is devoted to helping people develop their skills and learn
to love painting.
Ahmed Aldoori is a concept artist, illustrator, teach-

er and YouTuber all rolled into one. From his videos, it
is clear that teaching is a gift because he knows how to
engage and encourage his students and followers. His
lessons begin when he opens up Photoshop and you
shows exactly where to go and what kind of brushes
to use. He speaks clearly enough that you can easily
follow what he is doing, and he borrows instructional
techniques from college design classes.
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Ahmed’s channel focuses on
Photoshop painting with an
emphasis in concept art — which
makes sense since he’s worked
on major video game releases
including Guild Wars 2. In addition to technical instruction in
using the program, he also gives
lessons on how to study a photo,
what goes on inside an image
and how to use colors. His channel is enlightening and worth
a look if you are looking to dive
further into art.
With easy-to-follow instructions and smart choices when it
comes to video techniques, these
five channels all strive to make art
and creativity accessible with just
one click of the mouse.
A person looking to better
themselves in the art of creating
— or just to learn the necessary
tools — can do so in the comfort of their home. And if you’re
setting out to make your own
tutorials, consider how you can
organize your videos to make

“

AHMED ALDOORI

learning easier. Add extra information whenever
possible. The more valuable and easy to access your
lessons are, the more likely it is that you’ll receive
the support of your audience in return. Use your
skills to teach others to be bold in their creativity; it
is an excellent feeling to inspire others.
Erin Vierra is a freelance writer with a BA in Communication
Design at Chico State University. She lives in the Bay Area and
loves to go to the movies on her free time.

IN ADDITION
TO TECHNICAL
INSTRUCTION,
AHMED
ALDOORI ALSO
GIVES LESSONS
ON WHAT GOES
ON INSIDE AN
IMAGE.
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Live streams are a great way to give your channel fresh content while also engaging audiences in
a real-time setting. When the stream ends, however, you’re left with a large chunk of raw footage
that you can use to craft more dynamic content to attract new viewers to your channel.
To that end, the footage you’ve gathered via live
streams is a handy resource for future content. Ignoring this easy source of content is not only wasteful, it
prevents you from reaching a larger audience.
ULTIMATE TIME-SAVER
The biggest reason to ensure streams aren’t oneand-done content is the amount of time it saves you.
Between keeping up with the latest gaming trends,
editing previously recorded content, brainstorming new ideas, writing scripts for future videos and

https://www.twitch.tv/ninja

Live streaming your gaming sessions is a great way to build your
audience as it allows them to feel
like they’re participating directly and
have input on what goes on. Variety, however, spurs growth, and it’s
important to have other content on
your channel to appeal to a wider audience (i.e. a more traditional viewer
who likes to watch without needing
the extra interaction).

GAMING

BY JORDAN MAISON

How to Repurpose Stream Recordings
into More Content for Your Channel
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How to Repurpose Stream Recordings into More Content for Your Channel

handling promotions and your
social media presence, there’s a
lot on your plate. Free up some of
your time by utilizing the wealth
of footage you’ve already captured
thanks to your live streams.
On top of turning your saved
streams into a source of footage
for more polished video content,
it also saves time when you’re
cross-promoting content in multiple places. Use highlights from
your streams and post them on
Facebook, Instagram and Twitter
to entice new viewers. Trimming
out 30–60 seconds of footage
from your stream is significantly
quicker than scripting, recording,
and editing an all new video for
each platform.
BEST USES FOR YOUR
STREAM FOOTAGE
Now that you have all this live
stream footage lying around, there
is a variety of options for putting
that footage to work:
Replays for Viewers - Even your
most stalwart fans aren’t able to
watch every live broadcast. YouTube archive’s streams once you’ve
finished, but the notifications don’t
always go out the same; meaning
loyal subscribers who missed it live
may never see it at all.
Go back and edit your stream
for replay watching. Every
stream has lulls or errors you
aren’t happy with — loading
screens, waiting in lobbies for
multiplayer matches or other
technical problems. Edit those
moments out and trim it up into
a shorter, easier to watch video.

NINJA
SUBSCRIBERS: 11,901,909
UPLOADS: 610
VIDEO VIEWS: 681,916,829

Top Twitch streamer Ninja first streams his game play to Twitch then
later uploads edited highlight reels to YouTube along with his vlogs and
other content.

Secondary Audiences - There’s a distinct difference between audiences who enjoy watching live
streams and on demand viewers. Viewers who tune
into streams are prepared for a lengthier video and
enjoy the direct communication, which picks up the
slack in slower moments. On demand audiences want
a more streamlined video where they can get the
‘meat’ of the content in a shorter span of time. Trim
the stream — or break it apart — into 15–20 minute
videos to appeal to those viewers.
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Walkthroughs - A great way
to add relevant and long-lasting
content to your channel is game
walkthroughs. Gamers frequently
turn to the web when they’re stuck
on a particularly hard area or looking for a specific item or Easter
egg. Using footage from your
streams to craft your own easy to
follow guides not only provides
new content for your channel; it
turns your videos into valuable
resources for gamers even months
or years later.
Compilations & Top Lists Everyone loves a good recap video.
If you have a good number of
streams under your belt, selecting
specific moments from each one
to edit into a single video is a good
way to reuse old footage for new
content. You can do a countdown
of your funniest moments during
a stream, coolest moments, best
plays, or even a top list of your
favorite games of the year.
Highlights - Stream long
enough, and you’re sure to have
some awesome moments go down.
Save these and use them as highlights on your social media, or as
separate uploads to show subscribers and newcomers your best moments in a convenient way.
Reviews - Game reviews are
great for your channel, and if
you’ve been streaming the game,
they’re easy to create. Use your
stream footage for B-roll, then
record your review dialog and edit
it all together.
Transcribing - Once you’ve
edited your stream, go through
and transcribe your audio. You can

Insane Fortnite Streamer Fights Compilation!
(Ninja, Myth, Daequan, And More!)

How to Repurpose Stream Recordings into More Content for Your Channel

Themed compilation videos make your streamed content accessible to
on-demand viewers and help promote future live streams.
use this for closed captioning, which not only makes
it more accessible, but also improves your SEO.
DON’T LET IT GO TO WASTE
There is a multitude of uses for your streaming videos beyond their initial broadcast. Even if streaming
is a smaller part of your overall channel content, it’s a
valuable source of raw footage.
From gifs for social media to highight reels and
walkthroughs, reusing streamed footage saves you
valuable time you can put into growing your channel in other ways. Don’t let it simply sit there and go
to waste; repurpose your streams to work for you in
expanding your audience.
Jordan Maison is a video editor and VFX artist who’s been working in the industry for a number of years. He’s done web featurettes for Disney and edits/writes content for video game and
movie websites.
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BEAUTY & LIFESTYLE
It’s easy to let your YouTube channel become a hodge-podge of disorganized ideas. A
mission statement can help give your channel direction.

BEAUTY & LIFESTYLE

Use a Mission Statement to Bring Focus
to Your YouTube Channel
BY RHIANNON MCGAVIN
I’m 16, and I’m mad about something I won’t remember. My best
friend and I are driving through
town to the Paul Smith store,
famous across the blogosphere
for the aggressively pink wall
in its parking lot. I’d seen the
wall before, for who could miss
the plane of color bouncing at a
person through the window of a
bus down Melrose Avenue? Even
more than the neon field, a person
would see the photographers, or
influencers, or tourists, jostling for
enough space as to make it seem
that they, in a sponsored outfit
or walking shoes, were the only
ones in the parking lot. The day is
cloudy, and we actually are the only
people here. In a black cardigan
and t-shirt with a Hamlet soliloquy
printed on its soft, white fabric, I
slouch in front of the wall as my

friend directs me. The product of
this shoot is a perfect representation of me, I decide: I huddle over
my phone with my face in profile,
a monochromatic shout of angst
against blaring rose.
That photo, now in the annals of
my old Facebook profile pictures, is
a fine visual definition of a mission
statement. It is a clear, succinct
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JUST BETWEEN US
MISSION STATEMENT: You’ll
learn nothing.

BEAUTY & LIFESTYLE

Use a Mission Statement to Bring Focus to Your YouTube Channel

way of telling the viewer what I’m
all about (literature, complaining),
and it worked pretty well if I remember the amount of Instagram
likes I got on that picture.
In a formal sense, a mission
statement is an entity’s proper
summary of their values and goals.
Youtuber has discussed the benefits
of focusing your channel before,
and this is another way to clarify
what, on earth, any of us are ever
doing. If the channel is a group
effort, then a mission statement
would help center everyone around
a common vision. Although mission statements are mostly used by
larger organizations, they can also
be applied to individual pursuits. It
could help bolden the line between
privacy and public output, something that more creators in the gig
economy struggle with. Mission
statements are necessary because
they define what creators will not
do as much as they detail viable actions. It may seem counterintuitive,
but sometimes creativity functions
better within a limit.
A mission statement will focus
your energy, of course, but it will
also help build an audience. If
people know what they can expect
from the channel, then they’re more
likely to keep watching. They can

also find you or similar channels
through keywords and search engine
optimization techniques, building a
rising tide of related content.
If you’re a casual uploader, then
there’s no need to worry about
branding. For professional YouTubers, this sort of focus can be the
difference between strings of day
jobs and creating full-time. I see a
professional YouTuber as a channel
that uploads on a regular schedule, with visibly high production
value. It should be clear that major
time and energy was spent on each
video, with the subscriber and view
counts to match it. Here are a few
examples from different genres:
CRASH COURSE
Started by the Green brothers, this
channel specializes in academic
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content across fields of study. According to their channel description, they “create free, high-quality
educational videos used by teachers and learners of all kinds”. And
guess what, that’s exactly what
happens! Their goal is to make
learning materials accessible,
and their program playlists cover
everything from neuroscience to
film criticism. As a full-fledged

CRASH COURSE
MISSION STATEMENT: We create
free, high-quality educational
videos used by teachers and
learners of all kinds.

BEAUTY & LIFESTYLE

Use a Mission Statement to Bring Focus to Your YouTube Channel

organization, they benefit from a
clear mission statement.

to the channel and their creative
work, such as a forthcoming book.

JUST BETWEEN US
In their description, Allison Raskin
and Gaby Dunn form “an LAbased odd couple comedy channel
from co-dependent besties.” Their
uploads alternate between advice
segments and sketches and promise that viewers “will learn nothing.”
This funny statement perfectly
summarizes the videos, and gives
new audience members a taste of
jokes to come. Even though they are
a smaller set compared to the growing empire of Crash Course, JBU
still has scheduled content and a
production team. Raskin and Dunn
are thus able to dedicate more time

CLOTHES ENCOUNTERS
As an individual blogger, Jenn Im
has to work a little harder to distinguish between personal and public
lives in ways that established organizations might not. Her channel
description suggests such a distinction: “I’m Jenn Im. Korean American. Born and raised in LA. Clothes
Encounters is a vlog of style musings, tutorials and lifestyle advice.”
Her lifestyle is the main subject
of videos, yet the channel is a cute
moniker rather than her full name,
a rather important if subtle difference. The statement tells the viewer
just what to expect while remaining

JENN IM
MISSION STATEMENT: Korean
American. Born and raised
in LA. Clothes Encounters is a
vlog of style musings, tutorials
and lifestyle advice.
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professional; Im shows enough of
her personal life to be interesting,
but not so much that she runs the
risk of exploiting herself.
When crafting a mission statement, it’s good to consider that 300
hours of video are uploaded to YouTube every minute. With so much
content to sift through, how can
you make your channel special and
focused? Imagine the mission statement as the theory of your channel,
while the videos themselves are the
praxis. How consistently can you
fulfill your own goals?
Rhiannon McGavin began making YouTube
videos when she was 12, and continues to
use the platform to discuss art, literature
and lipstick. She interned for 2 years at
RED Studios in Los Angeles, and currently
makes waffles in the film equipment rental
office of UCLA between classes.

BUSINESS
Do I Need a Publicist?
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Friends and family have told you that your channel is great, but now you just need more people
to notice it. Are you’re wondering how to get publicity for your videos, your channel or your next
creative endeavor? Do you think a publicist might help?

While increasing views and
subscriptions are a top priority
for many YouTubers, publicity for
your brand is even more important. Of course that brings up
the question: is your channel the
brand, or are you (the creator) the
brand? Your answer to this question will probably affect your end
goals as well as your PR strategy.
I’M THE BRAND
Typically, it’s challenging to generate PR for yourself because, in
this case, your goal really isn’t to
increase views for a specific video.
While your prior work is something
you can cite in your press materials, here, you are trying to stand
out from the noise to promote, for
example, a Kickstarter campaign
for your next new project, a new

BUSINESS

BY ODIN LINDBLOM

Do I Need a Publicist?
blog or website that you’re launching, or your work at a high profile
film festival. In some cases, great
PR can be used to attract an agent,
investors, sponsorships or even a
larger distribution deal.
MY CHANNEL IS THE BRAND
Since no one knows your work
better than you, in this case, you
can really generate a lot of press

yourself if you’re willing to put out the effort. Your PR
campaign might be focused on getting more views on
your channel, or it might be to get funding for the second season of your web series. It doesn’t matter if your
work is a web series, a video game app or a feature film;
what’s important is that your primary focus remains
on that specific work so as to not dilute your message.
WHAT DOES A PUBLICIST DO?
A publicist will discuss your goals and create a PR
strategy designed to achieve that plan. Your PR camYO U T U B E R
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paign may include press releases,
interviews, parties, speaking
engagements and public appearances. A good publicist doesn’t
need to cost a lot of money or
have a lot of experience. In fact,
a community college marketing
major will definitely be cheaper
and possibly more effective than
a 10 year pro. Why? At the end of
the day, it comes down to connections. Most publicists can write a
press release, but can they get you
a speaking spot on a panel at San
Diego Comic Con? Can they organize a party for you with celebrities and industry heavyweights
in attendance at SXSW? Do they
have connections with the local
TV station to get you an interview
on the morning news show? A
good publicist can access the right
people and connections at the
right time to maximize your press
opportunities.
PR FIRMS VS AD AGENCIES
Both of these options are expensive, but either could be a good

“

THE KEY TO
MAKING THESE
MESSAGES
EFFECTIVE
IS TO SAY
SOMETHING
RELEVANT AND
APPEALING
TO YOUR
AUDIENCE.

A good publicist can do more than send out press releases. The ability
to organize a party with the right guest list is another valuable skill.

fit if you have deep pockets. A PR firm is composed
of many publicists. Typically, you would have one
publicist assigned to you; however, if you had a film
at SXSW, the firm might send a team consisting
of multiple publicists to manage everything from
Q and As at your screenings, to red carpets, to that
party we previously discussed. An ad agency creates advertising such as commercials, billboards
and magazine ads to your specifications. Once you
approve their final work, they will place your ads in
such a way as to generate the most exposure or buzz
about your work.
CAN I DO THE WORK?
In many cases, you can generate a lot of press
through social media. It can be a post on Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter or your own blog; however, the
key to making these messages effective is to say
something that is relevant and appealing to your
audience. If you’re doing a docu-series on lethal
force, don’t tweet how great your series is; instead,
send topical messages related to this issue such as
sharing a quick statistic you read in a New York
Times article; in this case you might to include a
YO U T U B E R
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link to that article as well as one
to your own work. Remember,
press is only effective if you can
get your audience to see it AND
consume it.
SEOS, @S AND #S
If you’re not already using search
engine optimization strategies
for your videos, you should start
today! SEOs are one of the easiest ways to increase your views.
Effectively using mentions and
hashtags in social media can also
lead viewers back to you and your
video work. If you don’t know
how to do these things, then you
definitely need a publicist ASAP
who is savvy with social media.
OTHER WAYS TO
GAIN EXPOSURE
I have a friend who takes a photo
with every celebrity he happens to
meet. He drives his PR with this
through effective use of SEOs and
hashtags with these photos on
Instagram. Another, collects business cards of everyone she meets
and follows through with every
contact, which is very important
if you’re trying to build a potential
mail list. Pairing with a multichannel network (MCN) might
be another option for attracting
viewers to your YouTube channel.
If you really know your audience,
it will be much easier to find ways
to connect with them.

When hiring a publicist in the information age, it’s important that they
can apply solid internet marketing techniques.

if you’re doing it yourself. If you do decide to hire
a publicist, or your roommate who happens to be a
marketing major in college, let them do what they do
best. Give them all the information they need and let
them run with it. If you trust them enough to give
them the job, don’t micromanage. Your time will be
better spent on your next creative endeavor.
Odin Lindblom is an award-winning filmmaker who also has had
the pleasure of working with some great publicists.

FINAL THOUGHTS
You’ll need to think outside the
box when crafting an effective PR
campaign; this is especially true
YO U T U B E R
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There has never been a better time for comedy production. From studio films and Netflix specials
to bootstrapped web series and Facebook video ads, comedy video today comes in many different shapes and sizes. But that also means there isn’t a clear blueprint to follow if you want to
create your own content — it feels a little bit like the wild west, where a quirky five-second video
shot with a smartphone can get just as much attention as a scripted and professionally produced
commercial. So where to begin?

COMEDY

BY ROMAN ZELICHENKO

How to Build a Production Crew
around Your Comedy
located in NYC’s Chelsea neighborhood), to talk about
success in comedy video production. Joe has done it
all in comedy — written, directed and produced films
and national commercials, acted on TV, starred in
stage productions and more — so he’s seen it all, too.
It turns out that producing comedy video isn’t all that
hard, as long as you have a few key components.

The Un-Scripted Theater Company performs The Great Bollywood Puppet Extravaganza at the Gorilla Tango Theater as part of the 2009
Chicago Improv Festival.

We sat down with Joe Whelski,
New York City-based director,
writer, producer, actor and a
Creative Director at the Magnet
Video Lab (the sketch video collective for the Magnet Theater, an
improv comedy theater and school
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FIND YOURSELF FIRST
First and foremost, you need to understand yourself in order to build
a great production crew. “Do some
homework to find out what type of
comedy you gravitate to,” Joe told
me. “Do you like variety sketches
like Saturday Night live? Traditional
sitcoms like The Big Bang Theory?
Whatever your preference, figure
out what style or styles of comedy
makes you feel at home.” This is important because different styles of
comedy sometimes have different
technical requirements and might
call for specific crew members. For
example, a mockumentary-style
show like The Office might call for
more nuanced camera angles and
a more experienced DP whereas
a variety-style show like Saturday
Night Live might depend more on
bigger than life character work and
a cast that can deliver.
Next, ascertain your skill set. Are
you better in front of the camera
or behind it? Get comfortable with
what you can do yourself and what
you need help with, and be honest
about it. “For example, if you’re a
technical person and don’t have
experience with comedy writing
or performing, you may want to
connect with people in that world
to get an idea or maybe even a
script,” explained Joe. “Don’t try to
be everything all at once — it can
be daunting. Instead, try to involve
as many quality team members
as you can. I would only keep my
team small if I’m confident I can
fill each role. Otherwise, get help...
you can always find someone.”

So where to start when you’re ready to get a production crew together?
FIND THE RIGHT CREW
Aside from being a Creative Director at the Magnet
Video Lab, Joe also teaches a class at the Magnet Theater called “Video Creation Level 1” in which he trains
students on the fundamentals of creating and producing a comedy sketch video. “The easiest way to get
a good production crew is, well, to know people,” Joe
told me. But if you’re not an industry veteran, where
do you start? “We have people come to shows at the
Magnet Theater who end up approaching performers
they liked to ask them if they’d be willing to collaborate on a video.”
An improv theater or other comedy venue can be
a great place to start. “If you’re in a city with comedy
theaters like NYC, LA, or Chicago, it’s actually pretty
easy,” Joe remarked. “Comedy actors often also write
and work on video productions themselves and can be
open to collaborating. If not, there are online resources
such as Mandy.com where you can find crew members
regardless of where you live.” If you have an audience
on social media, YouTube, a blog or otherwise, try
reaching out to them, too. If they follow you, they’re
all the more willing to collaborate on a project or at
least connect you to someone who’s interested. And of
course there’s friends and family — you never know
whose cousin is studying film or taking an improv
class and is looking for some hands-on experience.
That doesn’t, however, mean you should hire just
anyone. Being strategic about where you allocate your
resources can be the difference between good and
great. Joe very adamantly addressed this point. “When
creating a comedy video, content is king, but your
audience needs to be able to hear it. They will probably forgive a lower production value, especially if the
content is funny, but they won’t forgive poor sound
quality. Nail the script, the performance and the sound
and you nail the comedy.” Make sure your crew reflects
this. If you’re the writer, hire a quality sound person,
and vice versa. Try to stick to one role — otherwise you
could spread yourself too thin — and hire the rest.
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KEEP YOUR CREW
TOGETHER
The hardest part of building a
comedy production crew, especially in the beginning, is actually just keeping it together and
finishing your project. Admittedly
it’s tough to keep your crew intact
for a longer shoot, especially if
it’s low budget, since that often
translates to low commitment. But
while every shoot has its own set
of challenges, Joe noted three best
practices when it comes to keeping
your crew together.
Offer value. “Money is the best
way to compensate a crew member, but it’s not the only way,”
remarked Joe. “For example,
an IMDB credit can work. Or,
if you’re experienced or wellconnected, your willingness to
share your knowledge or connections with your crew could be
enough, especially for someone
early in their career. There’s also
revenue sharing, though as a
fledgling producer that’s not too
compelling since making money
off comedy videos is not an easy
task.” Ultimately, says Joe, even
if you’re on a tight budget, “try to
pay your crew something. A bit of
cash and a great lunch can go a
long way in terms of commitment
and quality.”
Be Honest. Joe stressed that “being upfront about roles, responsibilities and expectations is crucial
in avoiding confusion down the
line.” Make sure your crew members feel good about their roles
and are clear about the value
they’re getting out of the project.

Sound is crucial in comedy video — your audience needs to hear the
jokes! It’s worth hiring a good sound operator for you production.

Finish what you start. According to Joe, “people
who don’t finish their projects lose professional
momentum. They lose trust and weaken their network, which makes it harder to get a good crew in
the future.”
CLOSING REMARKS
Joe’s most practical advice to his students is to keep
their comedy videos short — two minutes max. “No
one wants to be the 10-minute-comedy-video person,
especially as they’re starting out,” Joe mused with a
smirk. “It sounds silly, but keeping it short and sweet
is the best way to get started.”
“And make sure to support your network,” Joe
added. “Go to film festivals when your friends are debuting a short, share and donate to their Kickstarter
campaigns or Patreon pages and otherwise give your
time where you can. You’ll strengthen your audience
and build good karma along the way.”
Roman Zelichenko is a NYC-based writer, lawyer and entrepreneur. Follow him on Instagram: @rzelichenko
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The beauty of YouTube is that it can be a wonderful marketing platform for your art.

PRODUCTS

How to Make Money Selling Your Craft
BY TEIGHLOR JOHNSON AND WELAND BOURNE
Many YouTubers make videos
about their art or crafts because
they are passionate about their
work and want to share it with
the world. But if you’re making
how-to videos, why aren’t you
also selling your projects online?
Chances are, most people who
watch your videos would rather
custom order that special item
from you than try to make it
themselves. Wouldn’t you rather
order a product that was made by
a YouTube expert?

WHAT TO SELL
There’s a good chance you already know what to sell
based on your YouTube analytics. But if you’re new
to this, talk to your family and friends. What items
do you make that they really love? Think about all of
those items you’ve made for holidays like birthdays,
Halloween, Thanksgiving and Christmas; seasonal
items can be big sellers!
Selling your work may seem daunting, but it’s
easier than you think. There are many websites out
there that specialize in selling your unique, hand-BY AUTHOR BYLINE
made items. Some of these sites cater to a specific
craft while others have regulations on what is considered handmade. For example, if you create a design
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for a t-shirt and you silkscreen
this design on a bunch of shirts,
some sites will consider this mass
producing an item, meaning the
item isn’t handmade. However, if
you embroider the same design on
multiple shirts, this is perfectly acceptable for handmade-only sites.
WHERE TO SELL
Etsy is probably the most well
known site for handmade crafts;
however, it has become oversaturated with similar products.
Additionally, it is beginning to be
overrun by resellers and wholesale
marketers. Because of this, many
artists are migrating their work
over to Storenvy. Amazon Handmade is a also a great site because,
as a seller, you can really benefit
from their search feature, which
can help guide customers to your
work. For Amazon Handmade, you
must be approved in order to sell
there, and their focus is on handmade items as opposed to resellers. On all of these sites, if you
make it, you can sell it. Items can
range from jewelry to pottery to
knives and swords to costumes to
paintings to wedding gowns and
even furniture.
Other sites have a specific
focus. For example, Artcra focuses on American crafters
while Teepublic, threadless, and
Spoonflower focus on clothing
and textile designs for people to
purchase as clothing, fabric, wallpaper and even gift wrap. Roostery is an affiliate of Spoonflower
where customers are able to select
a design and then choose an item

Most crafters will have heard of Etsy, but Storenvy and Amazon Handmade are becoming increasingly popular alternatives.
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like a tablecloth or pillow for it to
be placed on. Redbubble will print
your designs, allowing customers to purchase your artwork as a
print or have your work printed
on items such as mugs, tote bags
and calendars. You can even
sell your game mods on Steam.
And, Amazon even has a special
program designed to let you sell
services such as assembling a
bookcase, installing a home entertainment center or photographing their wedding.
All of the virtual shopping malls
vary in their charges for listing
fees, transaction fees and credit
card processing fees. While most
sites have cheap listing fees, the
transaction and credit card fees
do vary, so you will probably
want to compare these fees when
choosing your site. Some artists
will list items on multiple sites
for exposure and then redirect
customers to their own websites.
This can be a good strategy. Others use graphic cards before and/
or after their YouTube videos for
advertising. Facebook and Instagram can also be good social
media sites for garnering attention for your products.
DIY SELLING
Many artists and crafters choose
to set up their own webstores.
Companies like Squarespace
and Wix make creating your
own storefront simple by providing easy to use templates. These
virtual stores come complete with
a shopping cart system and credit

Sites like Teepublic and Spoonflower focus on clothing and textiles and
can be a good outlet for your artwork and designs.
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card processing. With your own
virtual store, you are only paying
for your web-hosted storefront
and your credit card processing
fees. Many virtual storefronts
use Square and will allow you to
purchase a Square Reader at a
relatively low cost. With a Square
Reader, you can accept credit cards
for physical purchases should you
decide to sell your art or crafts at
genre events like sci-fi, horror, or
anime conventions. Renaissance
festivals, gaming tournaments
and pop culture events can also be
good venues. Finally, you may find
that street fairs, art shows, music
festivals or even farmer’s markets
can be excellent locations to sell
items that have universal appeal.
FINAL TIPS
There are a few things you may
want to remember as you launch
your career as an artist or crafter.
Clothing and food items generally
have to have tags that comply with
safety regulations such as fabric
content, ingredients and allergy
warnings. You’ll also want to check
with your state revenue service
regarding sales tax. Usually, you
are only responsible for collecting
taxes for purchases made within
your state: however, if you are storing and having items shipped from
a warehouse in a different state,
which is common with companies
like Amazon, you will be responsible for charging sales taxes in that
state. If you contact the revenue
department in your state, they can
help with this process.

Corter Leather showcases their crafting prowess on YouTube, then directs viewers to a webstore where they can purchase the results.

In conclusion, there are many people who make a
living from their arts and crafts by selling their work
online. There’s no better time than now to take the
leap and see what revenue streams your passion projects can bring in for you.
Teighlor Johnson is a talented crafter who sells her handmade
clothing, costumes, and accessories online. Weland Bourne is also
incredibly talented and can find all of her lost needles with his feet.
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While vlogging might look carefree and easy while watching other channels, there’s a lot of
work that goes into staying relevant and being consistent, all without wearing yourself out. If
you’re just getting started, we have some handy tips to establish a routine to help prevent the
dreaded burn out.

VLOGS

BY JORDAN MAISON

6 Tips to Building a Vlogging Routine
Without Burning Out
1. PLAN AHEAD
Vlogging may not be a typical
production, but many of the processes are the same. This includes
making sure you have all necessary
equipment, a schedule, individual show topics (or even a rough
script) and set/decor dressing.
Additionally, vlogging requires
you to plan for planning. If you

want to build followers and stay relevant, you’ll have
research the topics you’re covering. You don’t want
to come off as ignorant or uneducated on the things
you’re discussing.
As such, make sure you’re planning includes time
for regular research. If your vlog is primarily about
technology, stay well-versed in the latest advances, recent news and the history of what’s come before. It’s
not the most thrilling part of vlogging, but it’s crucial
to your growth and staying on top of things.
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2. RECORD IN BULK
A publishing schedule should be
established early on. Whether
it’s once or twice a week or daily,
make sure to stay consistent in
posting. Pick a pace you’re confident in maintaining, then make
life easier by recording in bulk.
Much like game shows or late
night talk shows, it’s helpful to
record multiple episodes at a time;
this provides a bank of vlogs that
you can publish at future dates.
While you don’t want to bank
them too far in advance and run
the risk of posting vlogs with
outdated information, recording
a week’s worth of episodes in a
single session has benefits.
You’re still able to post spontaneous videos like reactions to

breaking news or personal events, but recording in
bulk ensures a consistent publishing schedule. If
you’re sick or dealing with unexpected problems,
knowing you have vlogs ready to upload will alleviate
unnecessary stress.
3. KEEP NOTES THROUGHOUT THE DAY
All vlogs are different — even when tackling similar
subjects — since the host’s personality and opinions
makes each vlog unique. The thoughts you have on
a subject won’t be the same as other people’s, and
that’s what you showcase on your vlog. To make this
easier when it’s time to record, keep a notepad or
your phone handy to write down your ideas whenever they come.
Keeping with the tech vlog example, say you’re
reading about a newly announced piece of hardware
and a flurry of thoughts pop into your head. These
spur of the moment reactions are what your audience
is looking for. Jot them down so you can be sure to
mention and address them within your next vlog.

Schedule time for researching and reviewing your notes so that you have a deep pool of
ideas and knowledge to draw from when you sit down to record.
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While it may seem like you have
endless things to talk about when
you’re getting started, there will
be days where you feel dried up on
conversation topics. There’s a good
chance you had ideas you never
recorded. If you wrote them down,
revisiting those notes could get you
through those dry spells.
4. MAINTAIN YOUR SET-UP
In most productions, you tear
down your whole setup once you’re
done recording. For vlogs, however, it’s best to leave everything
set up and ready to go. During
your planning phase, establish
a dedicated space for recording.
Figure out your lighting, craft your
set and background decor and get
your tripod, camera and mic ready
for filming — then leave it be.
Even the simplest setup takes
time to put together. Don’t make
life harder by having to redo it
every time you record. Leave everything laid out so all you have to do
is mount your camera and get to
work. This time-saver means you’ll
have more opportunity to…
5. SCHEDULE FREE TIME
Everyone, regardless of their profession, requires time to themselves and the chance to relax.
There’s a lot of pressure for vloggers, especially those starting to
establish their online presence.
Between daily recording, editing, posting, promotional efforts,
maintaining social media and constantly researching to stay relevant
and consistent for your audience,

Don’t forget to leave time in your schedule for things other than vlogging. Constant recording is a good recipe for vlog burn out.

there’s a lot of work involved. Do this day in and day
out for any length of time and burnout won’t be far
behind. Whether it’s exploring other hobbies, reading a book, relaxing with friends and family or just
vegging out on the couch, give yourself a break from
the vlogging grind.
6. GET POST-PRODUCTION HELP
Post-production can be a time consuming process,
even on vlogs. If you want it to look polished you’re
going to have to put in some work. Even when recording in bulk to save time, you might spend a full
day dedicated solely to editing. Enlisting a separate
editor may not be something feasible at first, or even
within your first year, but it’s something to keep in
mind as you continue to grow.
Following these tips will not only make life a bit
easier as you’re starting a vlog, but will also help prevent burnout so that theexperience continues to be
enjoyable for you throughout the years.
Jordan Maison is a video editor and VFX artist who’s been working in the industry for a number of years. He’s done web featurettes for Disney and edits/writes content for video game and
movie websites.
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I AM THE NEW FULL-FRAME D850. When self-taught builder, metalworker, and
“maker-of-everything” April Wilkerson needed to take her how-to videos to the next level,
she turned to the Nikon D850. With 4K UHD video and amazing low-light shooting, the
D850 shows her work like never before. Focus peaking, 4K/8K time-lapse and 120 fps
slow-motion add to the list of the D850’s cutting-edge video features. Even more, the D850’s
unmatched combination of resolution and speed ensure that April’s still shots are just as
exceptional. Showcase your passion in the way it deserves with Nikon’s most versatile camera ever.
See how the D850 has what it takes at nikonusa.com/d850.
Nikon is a registered trademark of Nikon Corporation. ©2018 Nikon Inc.
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SUBSCRIBERS: 11,946
UPLOADS: 254
VIDEO VIEWS: 1,027,266
CHANNEL TYPE: PEOPLE

A videographer based in Texas, Hallease has been active on YouTube since
2009. Read on to learn about her production process and motivation for
making videos as a new member of the Creators for Change program!

HALLEASE

CHAOTIC GOOD: AN INTERVIEW WITH HALLEASE
BY RHIANNON MCGAVIN

YOUTUBER: What motivated you
to start your channel?
HALLEASE: Originally, I got on
YouTube as a consumer, as a way
of learning how to take care of
natural hair as an African-American woman. What motivated me
to start uploading was finding
a way to have a creative outlet
outside of my full-time work: I’m
a freelance video producer and
editor. YouTube let me experiment
with different techniques, which I
could then hone down, refine and
use in the corporate stuff.

YOUTUBER: How do you make
decisions on the best way to curate
your own content?

HALLEASE: Since the channel
was initially me trying to flex a
creative muscle, the only person I
knew well enough to talk about was
myself. It’s an amalgamation of
anything that I’m currently finding
YOUTUB E R
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fascinating. So there’s hair content
because, as a Black woman, taking
care of my hair is a big part of my
life. I’m a video producer, so I’m
interested in tech and gear. But
then living in America during these
times and learning how to express
my identity in these different ways,
that’s also important; that motivates my short film, narrative-type
vlogs. There’s not much rhyme or
reason as far as scheduling goes;
it’s just when inspiration strikes
and I start writing a script.
The audience does help inform
what ends up on the channel. A lot
of people follow me because I have
dreadlocks! That’s its own community ... they’ll comment that I
haven’t made a dreadlock video in
a while. And that’s honestly what
keeps me on YouTube, the community itself.

YOUTUBER: How has your video making process
changed over time?

HALLEASE: It’s mostly changed in terms of upgrading gear. Considering I went to film school and all
that jazz, I kept it very low budget for the longest
time. As my salary grew, so did the production value!
The turning point to invest in myself was to upgrade
my main camera to the Sony a6500, which is what I
use now. I don’t upgrade gear for the sake of it, only
when it limits my ability to tell the story that way I
want to tell it.
YOUTUBER: How has your filmmaking style evolved?
HALLEASE: I’ve leaned more towards the abstract
as far as visuals go, which has stemmed from thinking how I could make the prettiest picture possible by
myself. I started watching a lot of documentaries as
well as larger YouTubers who were cinematographers
by trade, like Peter McKinnon. I’d watch those videos
and then go into filming with my script, and I’d ask
myself how they would shoot it. In doing that, you
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end up finding your own style. So I pull from many
directors, Wes Anderson and people like that: saturated, centered, constructing this frame to make a
nice photo.

THE
CONVERSATIONS
I HAVE WITH
FRIENDS FROM
VARIOUS
BACKGROUNDS
INSPIRE ME.

YOUTUBER: What has influenced the development
of your more recent film journal style?

HALLEASE: A lot of it has come out of the interesting political spectrum that we’re in right now. The
conversations that I have with friends from varying
backgrounds inspire me. We will talk and I’ll think
oh, there’s a video in in this conversation somewhere.
I have a journaling app on my phone called Day 1
where I start typing out ideas. That turns into the 3-5
minute essay, and then I figure out the visuals.
YOUTUBER: Where did the phrase “endeavoring to
persevere” come from?

HALLEASE: It’s not technically
mine, it’s my mother’s! If she’s
on the phone with someone and
they ask “Hey Linda, how are you
doing?”, she responds “Endeavoring to persevere, as always”! That’s
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“

something I’ve heard her say since I was a child, and
it’s true! That’s life!

YOUTUBER: What keeps you motivated to continue
to grow and develop your channel?

IT’S JUMPING
AROUND AND
CELEBRATING THE
DIFFERENCES AND
ACKNOWLEDGING
HOW THEY MAKE
US ALL THE SAME.

HALLEASE: I’m continuing to do freelance, but
I’d love to become a documentary filmmaker. I just
really enjoy telling stories and adding an element of
education to everything that I do when I can, even if
it’s as simple as a headwrap tutorial. I’ll find people
who have never thought about why people wrap
their hair, or cultural significance or the perspective of comfort. I really like helping to inform people
when I can. I really do enjoy engaging with people
online. The people that watch my channel are awesome! They’re constantly making me rethink how I
view things, or adding insight in ways I would never
think of. It’s like having a whole bunch of friends
that you’ve never met.

YOUTUBER: What challenges have you had to overcome to continue creating?
HALLEASE: I don’t feel like anything I’ve faced in regard to shooting and uploading a video would be considered a challenge. I would call them inconveniences
at best! I’m not like Franchesca Ramsey, an activist
who has to be really vulnerable in the content she creates. It’s very obvious to me how emotionally taxing
that can be on somebody. Whenever I feel like I have
nothing to say about a social issue, then you’re gonna
get a silly video! Youtube is my therapy. I always feel
good after I upload a video.

YOUTUBER: What do you hope to achieve by participating in the YouTubers for Change program?
HALLEASE: By the end of showcasing all the differences in these groups of people that I talk to, you
discover that we all have a similar idea at the core. It’s
jumping around and celebrating the differences and
acknowledging how they make us all the same. I want
to create a vignette of people across different cultures

that aren’t shown in the best light,
to diminish the othering that happens now.

YOUTUBER: How does that fit
into your plan to “Be a Chaotic
Good”?

HALLEASE: One thing I try to do
is — I went to this place and here’s
what I learned, and I tell the audience about it. So this will be the
same thing, centered around other
cultures. As I’m learning, hopefully
the audience will learn too.
Within the greater theme of
chaotic good, the people I’m collaborating with are in various
stages of whatever they’re creating. I want to meet people where
they’re at. Like Jouelzy, who will
be on one of the episodes with
me. Her videos are drastically
different; they’re about what she’s
saying. The visuals aren’t as crucial — it’s about the meat of her
talking points. Translating that
into a video with her, what does
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that look like? I don’t know, and
I’ll be figuring it out with her!

YOUTUBER: Where do you hope
to take your channel in the future?

HALLEASE: I would really like to
put out these 8-12 min documentaries on a schedule, to the point
where it becomes a running show.
I have other documentary series
that I’ve been trying to secure
funding for, and if that happens,
then I hope those would be on
the channel as well. Essentially, I
use YouTube to establish myself
as a documentary filmmaker and
storyteller, while staying true to
what interests me. Every now and
then, you’re going to get a silly
video, too!

HALLEASE: I always want to be accessible to people
and seem calm. That’s why I’ll probably always stay on
YouTube, so I’ll always feel reachable. It’s a platform
that feels open to most of the population, no matter
where you’re at economically, socially. That’s one of
the biggest things on my channel, and in life, that I
want to be a relaxing person to be around.
I’ll listen to you, no matter the mood I’m in; you
have an ally in me. Even if we don’t agree, that’s what
I always strive for.
Rhiannon McGavin began making YouTube videos when she was
12, and continues to use the platform to discuss art, literature and
lipstick. She interned for 2 years at RED Studios in Los Angeles,
and currently makes waffles in the film equipment rental office of
UCLA between classes.

YOUTUBER: What do you hope
people take away from watching
your videos?
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ANNA AKANA
SUBSCRIBERS: 2,259,394
UPLOADS: 241
VIDEO VIEWS: 219,534,879
CHANNEL TYPE: COMEDY
USER CREATED: AUG 8TH, 2011

High school can be hard, and social media makes it even harder. Anna Akana
chose this as the setting for her new YouTube Red Series: Youth and Consequences.
We got the chance to talk with co-stars Kara Royster (The Fosters, Pretty Little Liars,
KC Undercover) and Sean Grandillo ( Rise,The Real O’Neals, Scream: The TV
Series) to get a behind the scenes look into their experience working on a YouTube
Red series.

Stars of Anna Akana’s
Youth & Consequences
talk YouTube Red
vs Traditional Media

BY RICKY ANDERSON II

How did you first get involved in
Youth & Consequences?
Kara Royster: I went through the audition process.
Heading in there, I was just really excited about it. I
really liked this character; I thought she was kinda
something different. I’ve played the ‘mean girl’ before, but there was just something new and exciting
about her. When I got through the audition process,
I got to come back in and work with Jason our writer,
and I got to work with Anna. And we just had a blast
in the room. I definitely remember just laughing, and
we like added in other jokes and stuff. When I walked
out I was [thinking] ‘aww, man, I’ll be really sad if I
don’t get this.’ Like I really wanted to work with them
and everyone seemed really cool. And so that’s how
the process went, and it all worked out.
Sean Grandillo: It was interestingly very much on
par with the auditions that I’ve done for various other
networks and television projects, which is something
that really stood out to me. It felt very professional

Kara Royster
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and, like, slick and cool from the beginning. Really,
what drew me to the project initially was the script.
It’s a really cool take on a high school story that’s
written from a very grounded and cool place; I was
excited to jump on.
The series has been described as a “woke
Mean Girls.” Would you agree with that
description?
KR: [laughs] I love it! I have not heard that yet, but I’m
definitely going to use that. Beyond that, it definitely
does expand those types of stereotypes and break
those stereotypes. This show, like Sean said, is in a
grounded place, and there are so many different layers
to these girls. To see them beyond being the ‘mean
girl,’ they’re really a group of girls willing to do anything for each other and for, ultimately, what is right.
SG: I certainly think that’s very fitting. It’s another
sort of female driven story in that way, which I thing
is always timely and really effective. I think we have a
really cool and diverse group of ladies, and I think it
is definitely that.
What can you tell us about the
characters you portray?
KR: I play Jayne with a ‘y’ — for some reason the ‘y’
in her name gives some sort of overt confidence.
The word being used thrown around set was always
‘extra’ — just with the way she walks, talks and the
clothes she wears.
It was really fun to play her. She really is that friend
who is willing to say anything and do anything for
her friends.
SG: Collin is, I would describe him as a cool guy
but I don’t think everybody sees him that way. He’s
very smart, he’s logical, and he’s fiercely loyal. But he
has some challenges socially in various ways, which is
one of things that really drew me to him [as a character], those two sides to him and I was really excited
about looking at that.
How much were you like your characters
when you were in high school?
SG: I’m different than him and I was certainly differ-

Sean Grandillo

ent than him in high school. I was a basketball kid until everyone grew and I stayed relatively short. [laughs]
KR : Ummm [laughs], there were definitely some
scenes where I connected with Jayne. I don’t know
if I’m AS extra as she is but I hope to someday reach
that level.
We definitely vibed, me and Jayne. And it was funny, as we were going through the process and Jason,
our writer, was learning more and more about me, at
table reads we would all burst out in laughter when
I would say a line because we would know Jason just
kinda poked fun at something I said during breakfast
and applied it to [the script]. So that was cool to be
part of the process [in that way].
What was it like working
with Anna Akana?
KR : I think Sean and me can both agree it was pretty
terrible. [laughs]
SG : [laughs]
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KR: Just kidding, completely kidding. [laughs] It
was really amazing. She is just the best leader we
could have possibly had. [With her] being executive
producer and also our lead, she was just so hands
on and dedicated to what we were doing. And just a
great person to work with and get to know.
SG: I totally agree with Kara. I mean Anna was
one of the few YouTubers I was sort of familiar
with prior to any involvement with this project
or any auditions or anything. And so to see that
they were fronting a show with her instantly made
sense to me. She’s so dynamic just as a person and
it turns out as an actor as well, so I was really excited about that. Then meeting her she is, she’s so
impressive. She’s so prolific. She’s always working
on something and she manages to also be like really down-to-earth human. I mean she was working as producer on this and starring in it, and also
being really friendly and supportive to all of us. She
was really the glue for all of us, both at work and
socially. It was really awesome.
How is working on a YouTube Red series
different from working in traditional film
or television?
SG: One thing I was really excited about is just how
new it is. I think there’s always an opportunity when
you’re venturing into a new platform or really a new
division at all in media when people tend to be ready
for it to be explored. I also felt like it was very hands
on in a really cool way. We had reps from YouTube
there through some pre-production and then had
multiple episode stays on set. They were so engaged
and kind and friendly. It felt cool that we were going
to be one of their early shows and it seems like they
are really excited about their whole [slate] of programming coming up.
KR: I didn’t see any difference, in a good way. The
production was so on par with everything and so
professional. We’re working with Mark Gordon, who
has produced so many amazing things on TV. It was
really just a great professional set. I think that all the
actors I got to work with were phenomenal and it was
just a great production to be a part of.
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Are there any particular benefits
or drawbacks to producing a series for
YouTube Red?
KR : Ummm, I don’t see any drawbacks. I think one
of the biggest positives is that we are going to be
reaching people all over. YouTube Red stretches to
New Zealand, and Australia, and Korea, and Mexico.
And so just to be able to reach such a wide audience I
think is going to be so cool.
SG: Yeah actually it was really exciting to me.
This felt no different than any other set that I’ve
been on for film work or television. It was state of
the art, it was a great crew, and again the cast was
so epic-ly talented, and everyone’s resume can speak
for themselves. It was very much like doing a television show, which is really cool. I think YouTube is really going for it, and it’s exciting. I was really excited
by the whole process.

What sort of person is going
to love this show?
KR : I think the character work is
so great and also the story is just
so human. You don’t have to be
in high school to remember those
times, or even just the place that
you’re in right now [to relate to]
learning, and new relationships
that are formed, the frienemies
that are formed. I think that it can
really speak to everyone at different ages and times in their lives.
SG: I think it will really reach
everyone who lives in this internet
and social media age, which is all
of us; despite our choices to try
not to. It’s interesting to see some

Class photo of the cast and crew who made #YouthandConsequences possible.
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sort of like timeless struggles
of growing up and adolescence,
through the lens of the social media landscape that we have right
now and how that changes things,
but ultimately how everything is
still very much the same. I think
anyone who has had experiences,
good or bad, with social media
and the internet will certainly find
something that they can relate to.
Are you planning to work
on any other YouTube Red
projects in the future?
KR : I love the platform. I actually just binge watched the whole
Step Up series this past weekend
[laughs]. I was a huge fan of the
platform even before I was a part
of this project, but I’m feeling re-

“

ally up for a season two for [Youth & Consequences].
SG: Exactly what Kara said, it was a wonderful experience thoroughly and genuinely. And yeah, I hope
we get to do more of Youth & Consequences because
there’s certainly more to tell, as people will see.
What should viewers who have not tuned
in yet expect from the series.
KR: I think they can expect to see hard hitting and
relevant topics in a different, innovative, smart way.
I think we tackled some huge issues that I wasn’t
even paying attention to at the start. I think that
those issues need to be talked in this way. Jason has
an amazing voice, and the cast, we’re all so incredibly
close, and we’re like loving each other and I think that
shows up on screen, and I think we were fearless in
stepping into those issues.
Also, we have a lot of really great guest stars. Sean’s
mom is Marcia Cross in the show, Cary Elwes is on
there, which is amazing because I was obsessed with
Princess Bride so the fact that he was on set was

I think it really is open
to so many people.
It’s not just for girls,
it’s not just for boys,
it’s for everyone. I
think that there are so
many different diverse
characters that people
can really latch onto
and be like, ‘oh my
gosh, that’s me!’ or
‘that totally reminds me
of my brother.’ — Kara
Royster
Fam bam 5ever.@PiperCurda, @KaraRoyster, @SeanGrandillo, @KatieSarife,
and @Sophie1Reynolds via @YandCShow/media
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incredible. Just a lot of great stuff
going on.
SG: I think people should expect to see a show that they are going to love. It’s very cliffhanger-y;
it really wants you to keep watching. I remember even when we
would get the script, I would always want the next one as soon as
we finished it because Jason, our

“

writer, did just a good job of pacing and also playing
with real stuff that goes on in high school now a days.
I was really drawn to it, again, just by the fact that he
wasn’t afraid to talk about real things. There’s a lot of
substance here, it’s great performances and it’s also
funny. I think people are really going to enjoy it.
Ricky is a Texas-based video producer with over 10 years of
experience in online video production and an expertise in creating engaging and entertaining videos.

Props to YouTube for
a really awesome
experience. And thank
you to our writer Jason
and our show-runner
Blair. I hope everyone
really enjoyed it as much
as we enjoyed making it.
It was truly a ton of fun.
—Sean Grandillo
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